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Introduction

Across the country, instructors continue to question how to motivate learners and engage them in instructional content. While this concern has been widely examined, instructors continue to raise concern as generations evolve. According to Schunk (2012), most learning that occurs in formal and non-formal instructional settings is driven by the learners’ motivation to acquire new knowledge. Therefore, it is essential for instructors to have a firm understanding of how learners perceive the outcomes of different behaviors or tasks. This publication provides a description of attribution theory and how instructors, whether formal or informal, can utilize this theory in their learning environment to enhance their learners’ knowledge and comprehension.

Attribution Theory

Learners are engaged in the learning environment due to a desire to develop causes of behaviors. Causes of behaviors are defined as an individual’s attributions. According to Heider (1958), individuals are motivated to engage in learning due to a personal need to develop new attributions. Attribution theory is defined as the way that individuals envision the success or failure of their own behavior or the behavior of others (Weiner 2004). Learners tend to explain their reasons for success or failure based upon three dimensions: 1) internal or external, 2) stable or unstable, and 3) controllable or uncontrollable.

Internal or External Locus of Control

When examining an individual’s attributions, one must first examine the influence that the individual has over the examined outcome. Rotter (1966) defined the individual’s influence on the attainment of an outcome as the individual’s locus of control. According to Rotter, an individual’s locus of control can be externally or internally influenced. An external locus of control occurs when an outcome is independent of the learner’s behavior, while an internal locus of control occurs when an outcome is significantly related to the individuals’ behavior. Learners who believe that they control their own destiny have an internal locus of control. A learner who contributes success and failure to external factors possess an external locus of control.

Beyond an individual’s internal or external locus of control, Weiner et al. (1971) posited that the most common causal factors that contribute to a learner’s success and failure are ability, task difficulty, effort, and luck. Based upon the instructional environment, the causal factors of ability, task difficulty, effort, and luck can influence the outcome of an individual’s behavior in different ways. Individuals who have an internal locus of control will more often attribute their success and failure to their ability and effort, while those with an external locus of control will more often attribute their success and failure to task difficulty and luck. Therefore, an individual’s locus of control (external or internal) is an important factor of achievement within an instructional environment.
Stable and Unstable Causes for Outcomes

The second causal dimension examined the stability of the cause of an outcome (Heider 1958; Rotter 1966). Heider and Rotter described that each contributing factor has consistent stability over time. Stability was defined as the consistency of the relationship between the causal factor and the outcome of the behavior. Both ability and task difficulty were considered to be relative to a stable relationship between the causal factor and the behavior over time. The difference between the two causal factors was that ability was considered to be internally controlled, while task difficulty was considered to be externally controlled. Furthermore, effort and luck are considered to be more unstable in nature, meaning that the strength of the relationship between the causal factor and behavior changes based upon the actual behavior. Effort was considered to be internally controlled, while luck was considered to be externally controlled (see Table 1).

Controllable or Uncontrollable Behaviors

The third causal dimension is the ability of the individual to control the outcome of the behavior (Weiner 1979). Weiner stated that a behavior can be controllable or uncontrollable by the individual. If a behavior is controllable, then the individual has the capability to influence the outcome of a task or behavior, whereas if a behavior is uncontrollable, the individual has limited or no capability to influence the outcome of the task or behavior. The effect that the controllability of the behavior has is based upon the individual’s locus of control and the stability of the behavior (see Table 2).

Application of Attribution Theory

When applying attribution theory in a learning environment, it is essential for the instructor to assist learners to accept their effort as the main predictor of achievement. To do so, instructors must utilize the three causal dimensions together to influence the outcome of a behavior or task. The outcome of each behavior or task will be different and require different learner attributes.

When examining the instructor’s influence on a learner’s locus of control, instructors can assist learners in developing an internal locus of control by utilizing learner-centered instructional strategies when presenting new content. By utilizing learner-centered instructional strategies, learners are able to acquire new knowledge in a manner where they are required to apply and utilize their knowledge in a practical setting. When utilizing learner-centered instructional strategies, the instructor becomes a facilitator of knowledge. Therefore, learners develop knowledge based on their experiences and interaction with the content, rather than through verbal instruction. When learners are taught through learner-centered instructional strategies, their individual internal locus of control is strengthened. Examples of learner-centered instructional strategies are

- individualized application,
- demonstration,
- inquiry-based instruction, and
- problem-based learning.

Example Scenario

Roger, a county extension agent, was conducting a program on designing and implementing community gardens. During the presentation he asked participants to design and layout a sample garden for the courtyard of the county municipal building. Luis, who has limited

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>locus of control</th>
<th>stable</th>
<th>unstable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ability</td>
<td>effort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task difficulty</td>
<td>luck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adopted from Schunk (2012)
artistic abilities, immediately got Roger's attention and expressed his concern regarding the assigned activity. Roger responded to Luis's concerns and provided further instruction to alleviate Luis's hesitation and perceived inevitable failure. As Luis began the activity, he realized that his lack of artistic ability would have little impact on the completion of this activity. Quickly, Luis was able to apply the previously presented content to the activity and began to feel more confident in his ability to design a community garden.

As learners complete a behavior, they associate the outcome of that behavior to the four causal factors of ability, effort, task difficulty, and luck. Depending on the outcome of a behavior the learner's response to each of the causal factors will differ (see Table 3). However, the instructor can influence the learner's perceived ability, effort, task difficulty, and luck. Throughout instructional time, instructors should provide learners with opportunities to practice and apply their knowledge. This can be through guided practice in the instructional environment or through assignments that should be completed outside of instructional time. Regardless of where a learner is able to practice, instructors should provide learners with support and assistance to ensure that every learner fully grasps the given behavior or task. By providing learners with instructional practice, the instructor can assist the learner in promoting the learner internal causal factors of ability and effort.

Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus of Control</th>
<th>Success or Failure Attributed to Stability Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>I'm good (bad) at animal science.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I studied hard for the assessment (I didn't study enough for the assessment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td>The assessment was easy (hard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I guessed correctly (incorrectly)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Schunk (2012)

Example Scenario

During a feed ration lesson, Mr. Jackson finished his introduction of the mathematics principles of calculating feed rations for livestock by giving students an opportunity to begin calculating the feed rations assigned for homework. As Mr. Jackson handed out the homework assignment, he reminded students to utilize the example problems that he worked through during the lesson and encouraged each of the students to ask questions before leaving the classroom. During the provided work time, Mr. Jackson moved around the classroom, answering questions and helping students follow the steps for solving the provided problems. The following day when students returned to class with the completed problems, Mr. Jackson spent the first 15 minutes of class reviewing the problems and answering the specific questions that students had related to each question.

The emphasis that each factor has on a learner's success and failure can also be determined based upon the evaluative feedback that the learner receives from the instructor. The instructor's feedback can also influence a shift in an individual's locus of control from internal to external. Therefore, instructors should provide constructive feedback that is positively worded. For example: instructors should utilize “Good Attempt” instead of “Try Again.”

Example Scenario

George, a docent, was hosting several families with children of various ages on a tour of a local botanical garden. During the tour, George pointed to a hydrangea and asked the group “can anyone tell me the type of flower this is?” Jerome, a young adult, immediately raised his hand and shouted out “It is a rose!” George looked at Jerome and replied “good try, but let's look at the difference in the petals and the way that the individual flowers form a cluster. Does that help you identify the flower?” After a few moments of silence from the group, George stated “this is a hydrangea.” George then took a few more minutes to describe how to identify a hydrangea plant and flower. Later in the tour, when the group came across a rose plant, George took a few moments to describe the characteristics of the rose flower and plant. By waiting until they came across a rose plant, George was able to defer the group's attention away from Jerome's incorrect answer and back to the actual plant characteristics being observed.

Instructors must recognize the diversity of their learners. Depending on the learner's background, the learner may have different preconceptions or misconceptions regarding content, levels of success, and motivation. The learner may place a greater emphasis on one of the causal factors of behavior outcomes.

Conclusion

By taking time to get to know the learners that are engaged in an instructional environment, instructors can better
meet the needs of all learners. To assist learners in increasing their ability and effort, instructors can utilize learner-centered instructional strategies that assist learners in applying the content, behavior, and tasks that are included in the current curriculum. These adjustments to instructional programs can help learners develop an internal locus of control that will promote academic success.
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